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From the Advisers 
The Winter/Spring issue of Echo is 
brought to you by the II journalism students 
and two photojournalism students pictured 
here. We guided them through the entire 
process, from brainstorming story ideas to 
proofreading layouts. We think they produced 
a relevant, creative magazine that showcases 
their talents, interests and ambition. 
Echo's mission is to cover topics of inter-
est to college students in Chicago, particularly 
those in the city's South Loop. It reflects the 
issues that intrigue and amuse them. 
This explains the editorial mix you'll find 
inside. There are stories about serious topics 
(sweatshop labor, egg donation and media 
impartiality) along with ones on artier topics 
(nude modeling, belly dancing and Chicago's 
bridges.) 
You'll also find the answers to some really 
important questions: What do some Japanese 
tattoos mean in English? Can you bring a 
squirt gun on an airplane? How can you 
remodel your dorm room for less than $250? 
Why did Pepsi turn blue? 
Just turn the page and find out. 
Lisa !evens (ijevens@colum.edu) 
Acting Director, Magazine Program 
Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin (speshkin@colum. edu) 
Faculty Adviser 
Want to join the next staff? 
You must get permission from the Acting Director of 
the Magazine Program, Lisa Jevens, to take the College 
Magazine Workshop course. If you've taken the prereq· 
uisites (Copy Editing, Magazine Article Writing, Magazine 
Design), contact Lisa at (312) 344-7689 or e-mail 
ljevens@colum.edu to make an appointment. (Photo 
editors do not need the prerequisites but must show a 
portfolio to be considered.) 
See the Journalism Department Web site for more 
details: www.colum.edu/undergraduate/journalism/ 
jindex. (Select the Magazine Program link, then select 
the link for the Echo F.A.Q. ) 
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Lost in Translation 
Here's what those cool-looking Japanese tattoos really say 
By Junko Hamaguchi 
fttJ~M~~~ft!l"'t'iV.>~ 
It looks like a cool Japanese phrase, does-
n't it? Actually, it says, ''I'm a pervert," and it's 
printed on T-shirts made here in America 
and worn by people who are unaware of 
what it means. 
Americans love Japanese characters. In 
the five years I've been in this country, I have 
seen Japanese writing on jackets, T-shirts, 
hats, billboards and backpacks. Madonna 
even used Japanese characters on the cover of 
her latest album, "Greatest Hits Volume 2:' 
More often than not, the words and 
phrases are nonsensical. For example, the 
characters on Madonna's album cover, 
" i':7':Y5 ~ ~ 7'" (mojij iramimij i) aren't 
even words. If you tried to pronounce them, 
they would sound like earthworm (mimizu) 
and lice (shirami) . 
Worst of all, many of the tattoos with 
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Japanese and Chinese characters are equally 
nonsensical and harder to take off or put 
away (see photos of Columbia College stu-
dents' tattoos, at right) . 
If you're considering getting a tattoo with 
Japanese or Chinese characters, do some 
research first. Ask your Asian friends to help 
you select and verify the characters, or visit 
the Web site http://japanese.about.com. Also 
make sure that the tattoo artist is knowledge-
able about Japanese or Chinese characters. 
In Japan, where tattoos are becoming 
popular among young people, we prefer pic-
tures, not letters or characters. On the other 
hand, we Japanese love to misuse English 
words. Japanese bands have names like 
Pornographity, Bump of Chicken, Mr. Chil-
dren, Funk the Peanuts, Puffy and Spitz. 
Clearly, the translation trouble lies on both 
sides of the ocean. D 
Tim Bass used a Japan-
ese dictionary to choose 
these characters to repre-
sent his first name. 
That's a bad idea if you 
don't know Japa nese. 
Bass was too scared to 
ask what his tattoo rea lly 
meant until I interviewed 
him . It looks like it says 
"unre liab le del ivery serv-
Ange liqu e Starr asked 
for a tattoo that says 
"circle seven. " But if you 
read it from bottom to 
top, it says "seven yen, " 
which is about five 
Together, these tattoos say "love 
hurts, " wh ich is what Matt Borek wa nt-
ed. "Everyone is looking for love, but 
everyone gets pain ," he says. That's 
poetic, but the second word a lso can be 
read as "ouch ." When I first saw his t at-
toos , I thought they expressed how 
much he loves his tattoos but that get-
ting them hurt like hell. 
Check Your Bags ... Twice! 
The list of things you can't bring on a 
plane is full of surprises 
The Transportation Security Adm in is-
tration (TSA) Web site has a thorough li st 
of items you can't bring on an airp lane, at 
www.tsa.dot.gov. You wou ld expect to see 
guns, mace, knives and other weapons, 
but it 's the unexpected items that provide 
some real food for thought . 
High up on the list are axes. Real ly, 
how many lumberjacks are f lying these 
days? The TSA lists hatchets , too. Maybe 
I just have more than the average amount 
of common sense, but if you can 't bring 
an ax on a plane, why wou ld anyone th ink 
they could bring a hatchet on board? 
Athletes of all types better check their 
bags . You can't board a plane with a 
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Garfield Park Conservatory 
Located 15 minutes west 
downtown Chicago on the CTA 
Green Line, Garfield Park Conserva-
tory is one of the largest and greatest 
botanical gardens in the nation. It 
occupies approximately 4.5 acres 
with show houses, cold frames and 
propagating houses where thou-
sands of plants are grown each year. 
Step in, take off your coat and 
mittens, and savor the warmth and 
humidity. Then wander through the 
palm, fern and aroid rooms and see 
what can grow in places that don't 
have such harsh winters. You'll feel 
like you're 1,000 miles from Lake 
Michigan. 300 N. Central Park Ave., 
Chicago; (3 12) 746-5100. 
baseball bat, hockey stick, cricket bat or 
pool cue. Come to think of it, if a baseba ll 
or hockey player has a bad game, I'm 
glad he wouldn 't be able to bring his 
equipment on board. 
And of course you weekend ninjas 
know t hat throwing stars, nunchacku, 
swords and other martial arts devices 
aren 't allowed on board. Thank God we're 
Oak Park Conservatory 
This small but sincere conservatory has 
three show houses. You can wander through 
the fern room, where ponderosa lemon, tri-
angular leaf fig, rose apple and Oregon sea 
grape trees grow to the ceiling. Visit the 
tropical room, where you can see the trees 
that bring us papaya, coffee and cacao. Then 
escape from the humidity in the desert 
room, where the prickly plants grow. 
Get to the Oak Park Conservatory by 
taking the CTA Blue Line to the Oak Park 
Avenue stop and exiting at East Avenue. 615 
Garfield St., Oak Park; (708) 386-4700. 
Lincoln Park Conservatory 
Listen to the sound of trickling water. Feel 
the moist air. It's a jungle in the city, conve-
niently located next to the Lincoln Park Zoo, 
home to some real jungle creatures. 
Lincoln Park Conservatory contains a 
tangle of tropical trees, plants and vines, 
including banana, papaya and palm trees 
from all over the world. In the show house, 
you can enjoy seasonal exhibits throughout 
the year featuring chrysanthemums, poinset-
tias, azaleas and other flowers. The outdoor 
Shakespearean garden features 20,000 flowers 
and plants found in the bard's work. 2400 N. 
Stockton Drive, Chicago; (312) 742-7736. Cl 
being protected from Medieval Japan-
ese assassins . 
We ' re also being protected from the 
most vic ious and evil f lyers of them all 
- little boys. These spawns of Satan 
are just wait ing for the day to take over 
with the ir plastic squirt guns and 
Transformer toys. Neither is allowed 
on board . 
Some of the items on the list are 
laughable. Some were never al lowed 
on a fl ight even before the current leve l 
of heightened caution . So if you have 
any questions about something you 
plan to carry on an airplane, check the 
list. You won't get your stuff back if 
t hey take it. And it will on ly make you 
look stupid. Cl 
- Michael Comstock 
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Human Guinea Pigs 
Medical research subjects find a voice in an 
unusual zine 
"Research Volunteers Wanted. " We've 
seen this advertisement in the Columbia 
Chronicle , the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago's fNEWS, the Chicago Reader and 
UR. "Pay Ranges from $180 to $700." 
Sounds like a good deal. But is it? 
At the University of Chicago General 
Clinical Research Center, where many of 
these studies are conducted, subjects can 
participate in research on drug side 
effects, germ resistance and other med-
ical matters. Side effects of these studies 
range from nothing at all to the usual drug-
warning side effects: constipation, drowsi-
ness, dizziness and the like, but nothing 
harmful in the long term. 
"Because of our model about safety com-
ing first, we don 't go over clinically relevant 
doses, " says James Zacny, Ph .D., associate 
professor of psychopharmacology. "We're 
no guinea pigs." 
But to some young people who agree to 
participate in these studies, Zacny's reas-
Ollie Oop! 
Roberto Clemente High 
School rolls out a rare 
welcome mat for 
skateboarders 
By Maya Henderson 
II The first time I skated Clemente was 
I about three years ago;' says Zack Caf-
farini, 21. "I had so much fun." 
Clemente isn't one of the trendy new 
skateparks that have sprung up in recent years 
throughout the Chicago area. It's the grounds 
of Roberto Clemente High School, a public 
school in Chicago's beleaguered Humboldt 
Park neighborhood. 
Kids skate in front of the school, where a 
meta] bus stop bench stands in front of two 
concrete benches, and in back, where there 
are three staircases with about five steps 
each, which allow for nice-sized ollies, flips 
and jumps. But the main attraction is the 
bigger, longer staircase with the wheelchair 
ramp that runs along the side of the school, 
where there's a long, smooth metal ledge 
that's perfect for grinding. 
Skaters from all over the city - locals, 
out-of-towners, novices and pros- flock to 
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Illustration by Allan Kukral 
surance is misplaced. 
Bob Helms, the editor of Guinea Pig Zero, 
a zine in Philadelphia, is proud of the label 
"gu inea pig." He notes that this term, which 
typically is applied to animals used in exper-
iments, is perfectly applicable to people who 
participate such studies and are not 
respected as human beings. He created his 
zine so that human guinea pigs can share 
their stories and lobby for their rights. 
Helms has participated in more than 70 
Clemente on nice days. Remarkably, they get 
along well. "Usually, you go skate anywhere, 
there's a beef, like some weird secret competi-
tion among everyone there," says Curt 
Cameruci, 21. "But here, it's cool. Everyone 
just does their thing." 
Zack Weedon, 22, agrees. He moved to 
Chicago less than a year ago and heard of 
Clemente from other skaters. "It's a place 
where I can see young and old kids of all dif-
ferent walks of life;' he says. "There's no 
studies since 1995. The money he earns 
from them accounts for half his income. 
(He earns the rest as a freelance house 
painter.) The most he ever earned for a day 
of guinea pig service was $400 for staying 
in bed all day with four or five machines 
monitoring his heart. 
"When a doctor says 'discomfort,' that 
means it's going to be painful, and when he 
says 'painful,' he means serious pain," says 
Helms. He recalls such pain during some 
studies in which blood samples were taken 
from him. His arms were cut to test the 
blood clots, he had a tube in his stomach, 
and he was catheterized. Of course, the pay 
increases if the study contains some pain . 
So is it worth it? 
"Yes," says Helms, and then adds with 
pride, "Being a medical subject, I like to call 
myself a guinea pig. " [] 
- funko Hamaguchi 
To order Guinea Pig Zero, send $5 per 
copy (cash, check or money order) to: 
R. Helmsj GPZ, P.O. Box 42531, 
Philadelphia, PA 19101 
stereotyping at Clemente. Just skaters having a 
good time. I'm very thankful the school lets us 
skate here." 
It's unusual for a school to condone the 
use of its property for skateboarding. These 
days, "No skateboarding" signs are posted 
outside many public schools. 
But it's different here. Carmen Rodriquez, 
assistant principal of Roberto Clemente, says 
the faculty and administration are willing to 
turn a blind eye to the skaters as long as they 
don't cause any trouble. "I see them when I go 
out to the loading dock sometimes;' she says. 
"The school has never had a problem with 
them and is not bothered by skaters at all." 
If anything, the skating seems to have nur-
tured a sense of community among the par-
ticipants. Many older skaters say they hang 
out with younger ones, giving them props for 
landing big tricks, handing down old boards 
to them, and even giving kids rides home if it's 
dark outside. 
"I try to influence them so they have good 
views of skateboarding and how competi-
tion's not really needed;' says Patrick Turner, 
21. Caffarini agrees. "At Clemente, you have 
fun, skate all day without being harassed, and 
meet new people;' he says. "It's not just skate-
boarding. It's bonding."[] 
While other schools chase skaters away from 
their steps and ramps, this school in Humboldt 
Park lets them flip, jump and grind. 
By Jeff Przekop & Lisa Auriemma 
Division Street Baths is the last frontier of the traditional bathhouse. Built in 
1906, it has remained a place for Chicago 
men to relax and talk. 
"A lot of people come here- politicians, 
doctors, anybody with common sense;' says 
joe Deno, who's been coming to Division 
Street Baths for more than 40 years. 
During the early years, its patrons were 
mostly Eastern European immigrants, from 
the working class to the politically connect-
ed, who brought the tradition of the bath-
house from their countries. Legend has it 
that AI Capone's men use to come for mas-
sages and even Sam Giancana spent some 
time soaking here. Today it counts among 
its clients the Rev. Jessie jackson Sr., U.S. 
Rep. jesse jackson Jr. , Denis Savard, Rev. 
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James Meeks, Steven Segal, LL Cool j and 
Russell Crowe. 
But this bathhouse tradition, which 
goes back hundreds if not thousands of 
years, is disappearing like the steam out of 
the hot room. Division Street is one of two 
and features workout equipment, private 
rooms and a party-like atmosphere. And 
even the old-school Division Street Baths 
now offers women the opportunity to expe-
rience the trad ition from which they were 
long excluded. 
6~ou fuck around here and you got a big problem.n 
-Ken Babe, longtime customer at Division Street Baths 
remaining bathhouses in the country that 
date from the early part of the last century, 
distinguished by the process of creating 
heat by superheating rocks in a big brick 
oven rather than using forced-air furnaces. 
Today, the very idea of the bathhouse is 
changing. Chicago is home to one bath-
house that is primarily a gay meeting place 
Hewing to tradition 
Division Street Baths is a sanctuary, a 
place of relaxation, conversation and 
friendship. The dining room and lounge are 
softly lit and filled with overstuffed recliners 
and ashtrays. In the full bar, there's a mural 
of men in the hot room, conversing and 
smiling. In the back there are massage 
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rooms and lockers. 
Downstairs there's a steam room, a hot 
room, hot and cold pools, a urinal and a 
number of showers, and another massage 
room where Augie Gonzalez puts his clients 
into a hazy, euphoric state. 
Taking a tour 
Joe Collucci, the owner's son, mans the 
desk, where $22 buys you a locker key, two 
towels, soap and a sheet. Ken Babe, who's 
been going to bathhouses since 1956, moves 
from room to room, chatting with the other 
men. They look content, if not comatose, 
from an afternoon of massages, steam baths 
and cigars. 
The hot room is hot, damn hot. A fur-
nace keeps the interior an almost scalding 
180 degrees- the "famous heat" as it's tra-
ditionally known. Men from a wide range of 
nationalities, ranging in age from 9 to 90, 
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douse themselves with cold water from 
large buckets. They rub each other down 
with oak leaves and an Israeli seaweed that 
is believed to remove toxins and heal the 
bumps and bruises of everyday life. 
Turning tradition on its head 
The scene at Steamworks would cause 
Giancana to spin in his grave. "It's like a 
burlesque house," says a 21-year-old regular. 
"Usually people go here who want to get 
laid and relax." 
There are condoms everywhere in this 
all -male bathhouse. On the first floor, 
there's a huge hot tub and a steam room. On 
the second floor, there are showers and pri-
vate rooms, each with a bed and a television 
playing gay pornographic films. There's also 
a theater where visitors can watch them 
together. On the third floor are bondage 
rooms and the workout area. 
"Bathhouses are for people who want to 
have something different in their lives," he 
says. "There are always guys there looking to 
experience [something]." For $20, they can 
get up to 12 hours of experiences, but 
Steamworks is open 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. 
A modern twist 
Not all the modern transformations of 
the traditional bathhouse are this extreme. 
In the 1960s, Division Street Baths added a 
Eu ropea n Spa for women. It's a private 
world where women can go to be pam -
pered into a trance through massage, 
steam, the smell of eucalyptus and the 
sounds of soft music. 
Left: At the Division Street Baths, patrons 
cool off and chill out. Below: Manager Joe 
Collucci, center, stands w ith some of his reg-
intensecity 
"You have to feel it," says Samantha the 
receptionist, as she rubs her arms and rolls 
her eyes. "Your skin wi ll be so soft!" 
The steam room is a Russian bath-wet 
sauna. Women sit on wooden benches and 
take turns pouring water on giant rocks to 
create the steam. The sauna is a circular 
room in which the air is infused with the 
scent of eucalyptus. In individual private 
rooms, women can get a wax, facial or mas-
sage. There are pillows at the manicure sta-
tions and on the massage tables, and vases 
of flowers throughout the room. 
The women's side of the bathhouse can 
be rented for private parties. "Decent par-
ties, no crazy parties. Any crazy business 
and I' ll kick you out," says Willi am 
Espinosa, who runs it. "I don't want a bad 
name for the place." 
Another concession Division Street 
Baths has made to modernity is coed days 
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. "I get a lot of 
couples, men saying that wives and girl-
friends want to come so they can spend 
quality time together;' Espi nosa says. Dur-
ing coed hours, women are required to wear 
bathing suits and men must wear shorts. 
A bath is still a bath 
As different as these bathhouse experi-
ences are, they have one thing in com mon. 
They are all places where people go to 
relax, aided by the comforts of steam and 
good co mpany. 
Even a new visitor to Division Street 
Baths finds that he is encouraged to come 
back again to hang out, play cards and 
smoke a cigar. But make no mistake; women 
may be welcome now, but it's not Steam-
works. 
"You fuck around here and you got a big 
problem;' says Babe. [] 
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I n a city of a thousand record stores, it still can be hard to find music that isn't solidly 
mainstream. March to the beat of your own 
drummer at these off-the-beaten-track 
record stores. 
Dusty Groove 
1120 N. Ashland Ave. 
Dusty Groove began in an apartment 
where DJs sold their extra records. It has 
grown into a specialty store that was rated 
the Best lndie Record Store in Chicago in 
2000 and 2002 by New City. And for good 
reason. It reliably stocks titles you can't find 
anywhere else, including hard-to-find 
represses and imports of reggae, funk, soul 
and jazz from labels like JazzActuel, ESP 
and Trojan. 
Still, the store isn't snooty. "We don't 
intimidate people who don't know anything 
about music;' says owner Rick Wojcik. 
If you don't have time to browse, you can 
place your order online or over the phone and 
then pick it up at the drive-though window. 
www.dustygroove.com; (773) 342-5800. 
Borderline Music 
3333 N. Broadway 
Tiny Borderline Music is plastered with 
posters, records, signed photos and magazine 
pages featuring some of the biggest names in 
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dance, including Madonna, Cher and Cindy 
Lauper. For dance music fans, it's a one-stop 
shop for the latest and greatest releases. 
The store is split into new and used 
records, singles and other videos, DVDs, 
books and anything vaguely diva-related. 
Owner Scott Jannush is picky about 
what he purchases, so the used section is 
small but good. 
Borderline also sponsors local charity 
events, throws invitation-only parties for reg-
ular customers, hosts in-store appearances by 
artists such as C.C. Penniston and Donna 
DeLory (Madonna's longtime back-up 
singer). (773) 975-9533. 
Jazz Record Mart 
444 N. Wabash Ave. 
Jazz Record Mart, which has been open in 
one form or another for 50 years, is the largest 
jazz record store in the country and quite pos-
sibly the world. It carries more than 45,000 
records and CDs from all areas of jazz. The 
only thing you will not find at this store is any-
thing by Kenny G. 
"We stopped stocking Kenny G. because it 
never sold;' says owner Bob Koster, "We don't 
carry jazz that makes you sleepy." 
The store also stocks hard-to-find repress-
es of Impulse!, Delmark and Blue Note 
Records, as well as videos and imports. Most 
Borderline Music is your headquarters for any-
thing vaguely diva-related. 
of the items are new, but there are also some 
used CDs and records and the bins stay fresh. 
There are two listening stations for customers 
who want to hear before they buy. 
Some locally prominent jazz players have 
worked behind the counter at the jazz Record 
Mart. Joel Patterson from Jimmy Sutton's 
Four Charms and Maurice Mcintyre of the 
Association for the Advancement of Creative 
Musicians have sorted and stocked records 
here. (312) 222-1467. 
Dead Wax 
3819 N. Lincoln Ave. 
You can't help but feel relaxed at Dead 
Wax. The door is wide open wherever the 
weather permits; the records, CDs and videos 
are easily accessible; and plenty of help is 
available to find a title, or if you just want to 
talk about music. 
Dead Wax pays well for used CDs and 
LPs, so the inventory is diverse and extensive. 
You're likely to find some great obscure vinyl, 
like a Tracey Ullman spoken-word album, or 
Dr. Seuss reading "The Cat in the Hat." The 
prices are fair, the selection is outstanding, 
and the owner is knowledgeable about every 
type of music. (773) 529-1932. CJ 
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By Christopher Pluta 
Last year proved difficult for soda compa-nies. Sales were down 10.5 percent since 
March 2001 , according to ACNielsen. That's 
in addition to a drop of 7 percent the previ-
ous year. 
To recapture the market, they have devel-
oped new drinks and are marketing them to 
the youngest, hippest segment of the popula-
tion. So how are they doing? Read on. 
Code Red Mountain Dew 
Problem: In the age of extreme beverages 
like Red Bull and Jolt Cola, how do you draw 
attention back to the strongest and most caf-
feinated of them all? Solution: Pair a beverage 
with a crack-cocaine of carbonation with an 
advertising campaign featuring extreme 
spo rts and twenty-somethings shouting 
witty, in-your-face slogans. Effect: A resound-
The Art of Getting In for Free 
You don 't have to sneak past security; you 
just have to plan ahead. Here's a list of the 
free days at Chicago's major art museums, 
along with some that are free every day. 
The DuSable Museum of African-
American History 
The DuSable Museum's collection spans 
more than 100 years of African-American 
history. Don't miss the Massi Dance 
Masks, and watch for traveling exhibits. 
Free on Sundays.740 E. 56th Place; (773) 
94 7 -0600; www.dusablemuseum.org. 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
The MCA's collection includes well-
known artists such as Andy Warhol, Jasper 
Johns and Cindy Sherman, along with plen-
ty of artists whose names you haven't yet 
heard. The museum's holdings include 
paintings, sculpture, photography, drawings, 
prints and more. Free on Tuesdays . 220 E. 
Chicago Ave.; (312) 280-2660; 
www.mcachicago.org. 
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ing success, Code Red literally kicked off the 
recent soda phenomenon. 
Pepsi Blue 
Problem: How do you main ta in a gigan-
tic empire of snack food brands when your 
beverages don't seem to be selling well? Solu-
tion: Take a beverage that has been distrib-
uted in other countries since 1996, call it new 
and launch it here in the United States. Effect: 
Pepsi Blue is the company's biggest attempt at 
a Pepsi fad since Crystal Clear Pepsi. But it 
was quickly seen gracing clearance bins at 
several local Target stores. 
SoBe Mr. Green 
Problem: How do you combine the pseu-
do health benefits of ginseng with an outright 
sugar and caffeine orgy? Solution: Put some 
sunglasses on Mr. Green, the mascot on the 
The Art Institute of Chicago 
The Art Institute's vast collection 
includes famous art from around world and 
from nearly every time period. You'll find 
photographs, architectural prints, textiles, 
sculptures, ceramics, paintings and more. 
Don't miss the Chagall windows , located 
just east of the awesome Arms & Armor 
section. Free on Tuesdays. 111 S. 
Michigan Ave. ; (312) 443-3600; 
www.artic.edu. 
The Oriental Institute 
The collection at this Hyde Park museum 
includes art from the ancient Near East: 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, Iran, Syria, Palestine 
and Anatolia. There's also an Egyptian 
Gallery and Persian Gallery. Always Free. 
1155 E. 58th St.; (773) 702-9520; 
www.oi.uchicago.edu. 
David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art 
The Smart Museum has more than 
7,000 pieces of art spanning more than 
five centuries . You can see Ancient Greek 
vases, Frank Lloyd Wright furniture, sculp-
intensecity 
So Be beverage labels, and make him look like 
he's going to beat you up if you look at him 
the wrong way. Effect: This has given So Be an 
entirely new market. Distributed by major 
PepsiCo. bottlers, this beverage is even ava il -
able in some 20-ounce bottle vending 
machines, and is scheduled to be sold in 2-
liter bottles and 24-packs. 
Vanilla Coke 
Problem: How do you introduce some-
thing new when your company is built on 
tradition and any sort of flash ads or strange 
new concoctions are met with antagonism 
and rejection (read Coke II )? Solution: Do 
what you know best: Deal out the nostalgia 
like it's its going out of style. Take one part 
classic recipe, add one part TV campaign fea -
turing "Sopranos" -style mischief, stir in a tea-
spoon of artificial vanilla flavoring along with 
all the dewy-eyed 1950s soda-shop imagery 
that it carries, and you get Vanilla Coke. 
Effect: Reuters reported in October 2002 that 
Coke had sold almost 60 million cases of 
Vanilla Coke and had attracted 7 million 
additional consumers to its already staggering 
numbers of Coke drinkers. Vanilla Coke is 
single-handedly responsible fo r raising 24-
pack case sales 5 percent in North America. 
Red Fusion 
Problem: You're the odd man out, Dr. 
Pepper. Mr. Pibb has been practicing without 
a license fo r years now and you need to show 
people you can still operate. Solution: Fuse in 
some new flavors but stay familiar. Effect: Dr. 
Pepper has successfully broken into the fad 
soda market and has introduced a new, caf-
feinated 7-UP. [J 
tures by Degas and paintings by Diego 
Rivera, all in one day. Always Free. 5550 S. 
Greenwood Ave.; (773) 702-0200; 
www.smartmuseum.uchicago.edu. 
The Museum of Contemporary 
Photography 
Part of Columbia College, the museum's 
collection has more than 6,000 photo-
graphs, photo-related images and objects 
from American and U.S.-resident photogra-
phers dating back to 1959. Always Free. 
600 S. Michigan Ave.; (312) 663-5554; 
www.mocp.org. 
The Mexican Fine Arts Center 
Museum 
The collection here features Mexican 
and Mexican-American artists, such as 
Diego Rivera, Sarah Jimenez Vernis, and 
Cesar Augusto Martinez. Works include 
prints and drawings, Papier-mache, 
ceramics, photography, and contemporary 
works. Always Free. 1852 W. 19th St.; 
(312) 738-1503; www.mfacmchicago .org.o 
- Miclzae/ Comstock 
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intense city 
Ashley Jackson and a friend study in Jackson's chaotic living room in Columbia College's Residence Center. 
Transdormation 
Echo breathes new life into a dreary living room 
By Jaime DeGroot & April Smith 
Roommates Ashley Jackson, 20, and Maggie Dibardino, 20, weren't excited about their lifeless living space in the South Loop. Echo 
offered to transform their living room into a ride through Chicago 
on the CTA Purple Line in our version of The Learning Channel's 
"Trading Spaces." 
There were, however, a few revisions to the rules. We had two 
roommates, one designer, no switch, a variety of dorm rules and a 
budget of only $250. 
Jackson and Dibardino live in Columbia College's Residence 
Center. They use their living room for studying, lounging and enter-
taining. It was largely undecorated and was cluttered with papers, 
food, clothing and CD cases. 
"It's just four plain white walls," Jackson says. "This is my 
third year in the same dorm. I want to add more decorations and 
rearrange the furniture." 
With dorm restrictions in mind (no painting the walls, no 
candles, no nails in the walls, no fire hazards and nothing hang-
ing from the pipes) Echo staff member Jaime DeGroot set out to 
transform this chaotic living space into a fun and functional 
room with lots of color. Because the dorm is a temporary living 
space, she wanted most of the changes to be removable. 
First DeGroot and her assistant, Danielle Krenz, cleared and 
cleaned the room. As they moved the furniture, they realized it 
took up most of the room if it wasn't carefully arranged. 
They placed two canvasses with the Purple Line theme behind 
the couch. These featured an abstract ''L'' line made of electrical 
tape with the word "Loop" cut out of a Chicago map, an "L" map, 
Colorful picture frames, window hangings and bottles, along with some rearrangement of the furniture, made the room less cluttered and more fun. 
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and a vintage postcard with the words, 
"Avoid Street Congestion. Ride the Elevat-
ed Tra in ." 
On the facing wall, they put up an old 
Chicago advert isement for "Spring in the 
Dunes," wh ich has purple accents and a 
garden that would tie into the flowers and 
plants th at wo uld later be added to the 
room. Beca use nails were not allowed, the 
poster and the canvases were hung with 
numerous mounting squares. 
DeGroot then filled the room with 
things that fit the fun and purple themes: 
iridescent candleholders (without candles, 
of course), p icture frames, colored bottles 
and a vase of fake flowers. She chose a live 
cordyline plant for its purple foliage, and 
potted it in an inexpensive terra cotta pot 
that she spray painted gold. 
Some of the roommates' existing fur-
nishings fit with the new decor. DeGroot 
kept Jackson and Dibardino's faux animal-
print pillows, but she added an eggplant 
ve lvet pillow and a raspberry shag pillow to 
bring out the eccentric textures. The 
roommates rejected the idea of a purple 
area rug, but they agreed to a luxurious 
grape-colored chenille throw. 
DeGroot persuaded Jackson and 
Dibardino to paint paper stained- glass 
windowpanes and hang them in the win-
dows. These panes picked up the colors of 
the glass bottles on the windowsills and 
mirrored the classic Chicago archi tecture 
outside the windows. 
r 
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When th e redesign was over, Jackson 
and Dibardino were pleased with their new 
living room. "I like the accents and the fur-
niture," Jackson says. " I didn't expect to 
have purple as a dominant color. I thought 
it would be more dormish. It looks more 
homey." 
"I love it," says Dibardino, "I wasn't 
expecting such cute things ." IJ 
holders give the look of stained glass. 
intensecity 
Where to get it 
Cost Plus: $8.97 
Fake flowers ($2 .99 a stem x 3) 
Pier One Imports: $79 
Stained-glass picture frame ($15) 
Set of colored bottles ($10) 
Plum velvet throw pillow ($15) 
Plum chen ille throw (originally $50, 
sale $39) 
Wolf Camera: $4.99 
4x6 purple gl itter snow globe frame 
($4.99) 
Crate & Barrel: $24.95 
Purple votive candleholders 
($2.50 each x 4) 
Bulbous purple vase ($14.95) 
Urban Outfitters: $24 
Raspberry shag fur pillow ($24) 
Pearl Arts & Crafts: $10.80 (10% student 
discount) 
Acrylic paint: violet, Winsor blue, metallic 
gold , black ($3 a tube) 
Poster Plus: $34 
"Spring in the Dunes" vintage Chicago 
poster ($30) 
Vintage Chicago postercards ($1each x 4) 
Aly 's Posy Patch: $5 
Cordyline plant with purple fo li age ($5) 
Brudno Art Supply: $10.89 (20% student 
discount) 
Mounting squares ($1.26 each x 2 packs) 
Clear mounting squares ($2.63) 
4x6 clear picture frame ($1.81) 
Stained glass window book ($3.93) 
Total cost: $243.54 
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Get help. 
• Free pregnancy tests 
• Free ultrasound 
• No appointment 
necessary 
• Someone to talk 
to 24 hours a day 
• Confidential services 
• Physician referrals 
CALL TODAY! 
Loop Center 
104 S. Michigan 
1-888-AM I PREG 
Also located in: 
Belmont 
Humboldt Park 
Oak Park 
South Shore 
Pregnancy Centers Woodfield 
AM I PREG 
www. c a reon e centers. com 
The one stop source for all your photographic needs! 
230 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, IL 60604 • 312-427-5580 
M-F: 8:30-5:30 • Sat: 8:30-5:00 
.~~~~~ www.centralcamera.com 
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Above: Nude models hold unusual and sometimes uncomfortable poses for up 
to an hour. Blow: Student canvases show a variety of interpretations. 
While nude modeling is by no means related to the "oldest profession," it 
shares a few common attributes. One, prac-
titioners must get naked for money. Two, 
they've been doing it for centuries. 
"This is the most difficult job you can 
ever do," says Jeff, a Columbia College fig-
ure drawing model. "Nothing is harder 
than this, and I worked construction." 
Figure drawing models are required to 
create their own poses. They often pull 
from activities such as ballet, yoga, various 
sports and martial arts in order to come up 
with forms that best exemplify the human 
anatomy. They get just as sore as athletes, 
holding poses for 30 minutes to an hour as 
students hurriedly try to depict them by 
sketching basic stick figures with heads like 
marshmallows. 
In the classroom, with the blinds drawn, 
the model is encircled by students. The view 
each gets depends on little more than luck. 
Some get a profile, others get the front, and 
then there are those who get the butt. 
jeff says he tries to do everything he 
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can to help the students create their best 
work. He works out, tans and shaves most 
of his body hair in order to provide them 
with a form that will translate well on 
paper. He spends about 45 minutes per 
week on body preparation, shaving and 
applying sunless tanner. He is paid $14 an 
hour for the time he spends in the figure 
drawing class. 
Jeff knows that a lot of what these stu-
dents do is unrelated to creating master-
pieces for museum walls. Students' voca-
tional interests range from architecture to 
cartoons, but they all need to learn to draw 
the human form . And although many of 
the drawings aren't highly accurate repre-
sentations of the model, they are part of 
the learning process. 
Some people question the relevance of 
continuing to teach students such an old 
practice when today's focus in the arts is 
more on conceptual, abstract and nonrep-
resentational art. But art schools and 
instructors insist that students need to 
"Life drawing is relevant as an articulation of 
human thinking." - Max Kingcap, professor of art and design 
learn this traditional skill, which dates 
back to the Renaissance. 
"Life drawing is relevant as an articula-
tion of human thinking," says Max King-
cap, professor of art and design and coor-
dinator of painting and drawing at Colum-
bia College. He says capturing true life on 
paper is the index for art, fashion and 
media in modern society. "It is not only 
appropriate, it is essential," he says. 
Most of the students agree. "When you 
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see a nude painting in a museum, it's kind 
of the same thing I'm doing," says Erin 
Baugher, a figure drawing student. "It's just 
people." 
Baugher's classmate, John West, says, 
"This is my first class drawing nude guys. 
You do what you got to do to draw." 
Kingcap says most models are more than 
25 years old and female. Many are dancers, 
who have the right body type for drawing-
lean and muscular - and are more accus-
Students critique each other's interpretations 
of the figures they have drawn. 
tamed to displaying their bodies. 
He strongly prefers experienced mod-
els. He remembers one of his favorites, who 
he describes as "thin to medium build, 
muscular and she could stand on one leg 
for an hour. She could stay silent [or] talk 
to you. She wouldn't move, and never fell 
asleep. She was amazing." 
Anyone who is unable to keep his or her 
work on a professional level doesn't make it 
in this job. 
"We had this one strange voyeuristic 
man who was like an odd nudist on acid," 
Kingcap recalls. "He had intricately shaved 
pubic hair, almost like a design or some-
thing. Everybody was just freaked out. 
Never again, no." 
On problem days, students resort to 
drawing the skeleton. 
"I've met models who don't make me 
proud of what I do;' Jeff says. But, he 
admits, accidents happen. Sometimes, for 
example, he feels an erection coming on. "I 
just count backwards: 98, 97 ... Then I'll be 
OK. It's gonna happen. 
"Someone told me even Leonardo said it 
has a mind of its own;' he adds. 
The risk of embarrassment is well worth 
the reward for models like Jeff. He's pleased 
to play a useful role in the artistic communi-
ty, and regards his modeling as a form of art. 
"You'll see statues around, in Grant 
Park or whatever, and think, 'Yeah, yeah. I 
do that."' D 
A female model reclines in a classic pose. 
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Cheap Theater for Rushers and Ushers 
Yes, there are places where students can take advantage of 
Chicago's top-notch theater offerings for $10 or less 
By Bridget O'Shea 
A ticket to the bright lights of Chicago's downtown theater district can set yo u 
back $60 or more. Here are some affo rd-
able opt ions for live entertainment, from 
Shakespeare to musical comed ies to exper-
imental performance art . 
Athenaeum 
Altho ugh most shows a t the 
Athenaeum cost at least $20, half-price 
rush t ickets are avai lable one hour before 
show times. This spring, the theater will 
present a number of operas, and in June it 
wi ll present "La Casa Azul ," a play by the 
avant garde Performing Arts Chi cago 
about the life of the artist Frida Ka hlo. 
"We have a strong interest and dedica-
tion to bringing college students into our 
aud ience," says Kerry Hayes says, market -
ing associate for Performing Arts Chicago. 
"We tend to run very out-of-the-main-
stream." 2936 N. Southport Ave. (773) 935-
6860. 
Court Theatre 
For more classic, traditional theater, 
the Court Theatre offers rush tickets one 
hour before show ti mes for $10 to anyone 
with a student !D. This spring, the Court 
Theatre will present "The Romance Cycle: 
Parts I and 2," an adaptation of Shake-
speare's "Cymbeline and Pericles." 
"We tend to be more classic or classic-
inspired theater," says Heather Dumdei, 
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box office manager at the Court Theat re. 
Fortunately, Court's renditions of the clas-
sics are anything but typical. 5535 S. Ellis 
Ave. (773) 753-4472. 
Noble FoQI 
Those who miss watching the HBO 
smash hit "The Sopranos" every Sunday night 
can still catch the adventures of this crime 
family in "The Baritones." This parody, which 
picks up where "The Sopranos" left off, fea-
tures quirky characters, including a gangland 
boss with a fetish for shoes and a not-too-
bright hit man. 
This hilari ous spoof is preceded by 
"Sex in the Suburbs," a 20-minute show 
about a group of seductive soccer moms 
that makes fun of the HBO series "Sex and 
the City." They are performed every Friday 
night at 10 p.m . 
Tickets are $25, but half-price rush 
tickets are available to students an hour 
before the show. "The Baritones" sells out 
quickly, so call ahead. 
The Noble Fool also has cabaret shows on 
Thursdays and Fridays at 9 p.m. The cabaret 
shows combine live comedy with singing. 
Admission is $5, or free with a ticket stub 
from any Loop theater, including the Noble 
Fool. 16 W. Randolph St. (312) 726- 1156. 
Neo-Futurists 
The Neo-Futurists have been perform-
ing "Too Much Light Makes The Baby Go 
-
·culture 
The Neo Futurists' "Too Much Light Makes the 
Baby Go Blind" manages to fit 60 plays into 60 
minutes, all for a very friendly - though 
unpredictable - price. Admission is deter-
mined by the roll of a die. 
Blind" for more than 10 years. The show, 
which successfully squeezes 30 plays into 60 
minutes, costs only $5 plus whatever you roll 
on a die, so the most you'll pay is $11. The 
show begins at 11 :30 p.m. on Fridays and 
Saturdays and 7 p.m. on Sundays. 
"We are dedicated to truth on stage and 
being honest with our audience;' says Greg 
Allen, artistic director fo r the Neo-Futurists. 
5153 N. Ashland Ave. (773) 878-4557. 
Goodman Theatre 
The Goodman Theatre is one of many 
downtown theaters that welcomes vo lun -
teer ushers. The payback? You get to watch 
the play for free. 
This spring the Goodman Theatre will 
present "Dinner With Friends," a comedy 
about two couples whose long-stand ing 
friendship is challenged when one couple 
gets a divorce. 170 N. Dearborn St. (312) 
443-3811 ext. 340 [J 
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Words & Images 
Artwork and poetry by some of Columbia College's talented 
students 
Still 
Chosen by Jaime DeGroot and Bridget O'Shea Blushing cheeks 
Cheap cigarettes 
Thoughts wandering. 
What could have been 
Is now the end 
22 
Austin Boulevard in April 
A crucifix 
high in 
the cold 
gray clouds 
A poor 
man walks 
through 
puddles 
past the 
porno bookstore 
-LeeKitzis 
The Beauty Salon 
Sitting at our table. 
The same old scene 
Every day 
And still you say 
You love me. 
-RaeAnn Olson 
Loud conversations; television blaring; lights shining bright; and curlers ready for 
action . The head dryer is exporting torturing heat and the hard hot water is soothing the 
scalp. 
On a cool summer night this place is busy and turning nappy kitchens into do's. 
Where I am is a place for anybody; in some places the sign 'Children not allowed unless 
being served ' is becoming a popular one. It's filled with fumes and chemicals and plenty 
of juicy gossip. 
-April Smith 
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Aine 
A girl with white socks 
pulled right up to her knees. 
And how she delighted the 
93-year-old yogi. 
Boom boom boom 
Went the aspiri n in the glass. 
Making music in the smoky 
Mirrors of the blues bar. 
And lust was a cup in 
a kitchen in the morn ing. 
You don't live there. 
It was just the heat. 
The little girl 
should never have looked into 
the old yogi's eyes 
She fe ll into his mind. 
Or was it hers? 
- Mark Caffrey 
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Artist Information 
3. Sierra Mitchell 
"Infant Means SpeechleSS" 
30" X 26" 
Oil on canvas 
4. lkabird 
"Melomania" 
Installation view 
Plexiglass and epoxy on plastic 
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Novel Choices for Jaded Readers 
Great selections that shouldn't be overlooked- and where to find them 
By Geoff Przekop 
You know about the class ics. You know about the New York Times best-sellers. But other great works of literature can easily escape 
your notice. We asked two members of Columbia College's Fiction 
Writing department to suggest some books that often are overlooked 
and deserve to be rediscovered. 
"Winesburg, Ohio" by Sherwood Anderson 
(Modern Library, 2002) 
Recommended by Don De Grazia, Columbia College 
writing teacher and author of "American Skin," (Scrib-
ner, 2000). 
De Grazia calls this work by Sherwood Anderson, 
"one of the best works of American Fiction, if not the 
best." Anderson, a master of the short story, was a 
mentor to literary giants Ernest Hemingway and 
William Faulkner. 
"Winesburg, Ohio" is a collection of intercon-
nected short stories about people who live in the same 
time but see reality and live their lives very diffe rently. At the center of the 
book is Winesburg resident George Willard, whose li fe changes after he is 
exposed to the town's lonely souls. 
Anderson uses simple, direct language that will sound familiar to 
readers of Hemingway and Faulkner. The depth of the characters and sub-
tle nuances of the stories make "Winesburg, Ohio" an engaging read. 
De Grazia also recommends "Martin Eden" by Jack London, "Ask the 
Dust" by John Fante and "The Redneck Man ifesto" by jim Goad. 
The Best Bookstores in Town 
Wondering where to find that book that keeps 
eluding you? These Chicago literary treasure hous-
es are likely to carry the obscure titles you 've 
been looking for, and to surprise you with gems 
that will delight you . 
Myopic Books 
1468 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
I (773) 862-4882 
~ This is one of the best used-book shops in 
~ Chicago. Its selection includes literature, biogra-
~ phy, history, mystery, science fiction, physics, 
math, art, philosophy and the occult, as well as 
audio books. Inventory is constantly updated, the staff is knowledge-
able, and smoking is permitted in the sitting areas on the first floor 
and in the basement. 
After-words Books 
23 E. Illinois St. 
(312) 464-1110 
After-words focuses on modern literature. New books are on the 
ground floor; the far more extensive selection of used books is in the 
basement, which also contains a comfortable reading area with a few 
couches and tables , the perfect place to escape to during those cold , 
windy days in the Loop. 
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"The Narrows" by Ann Petry 
(Houghton Mifflin Co., 19S3) 
Recommended by Eric May, writing 
teacher at Columbia College and author of 
a forthcoming novel. 
When it was first pub lished, "The 
Na rrows" got a lukewarm recep tion 
from critics. "They weren't ready for 
it," May says. "It was ahead of its time, 
really." 
Originally published in 1953, it has 
the same sensibility as "The Street," Ann Petry's earlier, cr itically 
acclaimed work. "The Narrows" is about a love affa ir between a 
white woman and a black ma n in a small Conn ecticut town. The 
story is told through a number of di fferen t characters with mul-
tiple points of view. 
Petry's style and cadence are similar to those of To ni Mo rri -
son. Petry excels at switching points of view and draws the read-
er in with her bea utiful yet gritty narrative. 
"The Narrows," which was out of print until abo ut fo ur yea rs 
ago, is a powerful , soul ful work that reads like an unadul te rated 
confess ion. 
May also recom mends "Sister Carrie" by Theodo re Dreiser 
and "The Thin Red Li ne" by )ames Jo nes. [J 
Powell's Books 
2850 N. Lincoln Ave. 
(773) 248-1444 
Powell 's is one of the largest dea lers of scholastic and 
academic books in the country. It ' s highly regarded for its 
selection of hard-to-find books on artists .The rare-book 
room is an excellent place to find first edition and out-of-
print books.The coffee nook serves Equal Exchange/Fair 
Trade coffee, which of fers above-market-rate compens ation 
to coffee growers . 
N. Fagin Books 
459 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
(312) 829-5252 
This unique Chicago bookstore , focuses on anthropology 
and the natural sciences. More than 30,000 titl es are 
spread out between two floors of an old house next to the 
Grand Avenue stop of the Blue Line. 
N. Fagin carries a good selection of books on some 
intriguing subjects , such as African art, physical anthropolo-
gy, linguistics , primate studies and art history. It includes 
technical texts, museum catalogs and some tribal African 
artifacts .This is a great bookstore for anyone who has an 
interest in the natural sciences . D 
-Geoff Przekop 
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• Huge selection of 
New & Used Textbooks 
• School Supplies 
• Officially licensed Columbia 
Clothing & Gifts 
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in their news cove.raife?." 
By Michael Comstock •• 
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Laura Washington, 
Chicago Sun-Times 
columnist and 
Publisher Emerita, 
Chicago Reporter 
Some reporters 
are afraid to 
criticize Bush 
"I think there are some people in 
the media who are afraid of criticizing 
President Bush and his administration 
on the way they've handled the war on 
terrorism because they're afraid they'll 
appear to be unpatriotic. I think most 
people do, and because of that, they are 
afraid to speak out." 
Steve Rhodes, 
media critic and 
Senior Editor, 
Chicago magazine 
Some fear 
being labeled 
unpatriotic 
"Yes. I think many news organiza-
tions have been afraid to be more chal-
lenging to the administration because 
they don't want to seem unpatriotic. 
They have done the country a great 
disservice by not questioning the gov-
ernment on its actions after 9/ll. The 
most patriotic thing a journalist can do 
is to do their job right and not be a 
cheerleader for whoever is in office in 
Washington." 
Journalists are 
under pressure 
to be unified 
"I think there may be pressure on 
journalists, just as there is pressure on 
politicians, to be unified. Just as you 
see politicians divided on issues, you 
see journalists keeping a distance from 
politicians and any pressures from 
them to mediate the truth:' 
Craig Aaron, 
Managing Editor, 
In These Times 
Flag images 
hinted at bias 
"I think we saw some of that in the 
immediate wake of the attacks. We saw 
it more on TV, where reporters went 
out of their way to show they were 
wearing American flags. The Chicago 
Sun-Times was putting American flags 
in the paper, which to me seems not to 
be the purpose of the newspapers. If 
people want to have flags in their win-
dow, that's fine with me, but a major 
news publication shouldn't use that as 
a way of going about covering a story 
that affects our nation." 
Gerardo Cardenas, 
Exito! reporter 
Be wary of 
generalizations 
"I wouldn't make a generalization. 
Media outlets like the New York Times 
haven't changed. I think they have been 
more critical of the actions of the Bush 
administration. If you see the news 
networks like CNN, they have become 
more biased, and have become more 
conservative in their views, especially 
on the talk shows. Each media outlet is 
different, depending on the market 
they are in. If the market is more con-
servative, that is going to be their angle. 
I wouldn't generalize." 
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Many StreetWise vendors are no longer homeless, thanks to the income from the ir sales as we ll as 
the services StreetWise provides for them. 
Part of the Solution 
Chicago's StreetWise vendors are helping inform Chicagoans 
about homelessness while earn ing their way out of it 
By Melissa Ramos 
H omelessness is not a topic most people wish to read about every week. And yet, 
StreetWise, a newspaper about homelessness 
and the struggles of the working poor, has 
managed to win a weekly circulation of 
25,000, one reader at a time. 
with the rest of the sidewalk solicitors. Perhaps 
it's because what they're selling demonstrates 
their commitment to get off the sidewalks; 
perhaps it's because they tend to bring a sense 
of humor to their sales. Either way, they've 
been so successful in the 10 years since Street-
16ln eight years we've helped over 4,000 men and 
women to pursue their dream to go out to work and 
earn an income." -Anthony Oliver, StreetWise executive director 
"StreetWise strives to educate Chicago on 
affordable housing and how poverty affects 
everyone, by expanding and heightening the 
voice of day laborers;' says Rachel Carvlin, edi-
torial assistant for Street Wise. 
StreetWise vendors don't quite blend in 
ECHO 2003 winter/spring 
Wise was launched, they've given the newspa-
per its current, impressive circulation and 
established some stability of their own. 
People who purchase a copy find a paper 
that covers local and national politics and leg-
islation as well as stories about the human side 
. 1ssues 
of poverty and efforts to combat it. Inter-
spersed with these more serious topics are 
service pieces about everything from fad diets 
to entertainment. 
"StreetWise is a community paper that 
helps inform the community of its own issues, 
points of interest, things that behoove them to 
know about;' says Olyvia Cobiskey, a part-
time instructor and graduate student at 
Columbia College Chicago. 
When someone buys a copy of Street Wise 
for one dollar, the vendor keeps 65 cents. Ven-
dors wear ID so buyers can be certain that 
they are legitimate. 
"The mission of StreetWise is to simply 
empower men and women who are homeless 
or at risk of being so as they work towards 
self-sufficiency and gainful employment," says 
Anthony Oliver, executive director of Street-
Wise, Inc. 
Toward this end, StreetWise opened the 
Work Empowerment Center in 1998. The 
Center teaches computer, business and finan-
cial skills and sponsors writing workshops for 
vendors. The goal is to help the vendors find 
full-time employment, economic stability and 
self-respect. 
"In eight years we've helped over 4,000 
men and women to pursue their dream to go 
out to work and earn an income;' Oliver says. 
"I freelance for StreetWise because it 
enables the homeless to build confidence, 
people and business skills, and manage [their] 
income, and it offers business classes and a 
chance to interact with others who are trying 
for the same thing;' adds Cobiskey. 
StreetWise is one of the largest street 
papers in the country, according to The 
North American Street Newspaper Associa-
tion, which assists street papers throughout 
the country. It now employs more than 
3,600 vendors. 
Since I992, the living conditions of these 
vendors have dramatically improved. Ten 
years ago, all the vendors were homeless. 
Today 14 percent of the vendors are living in 
shelters and the rest are able to afford room 
and board. 
Still, some passersby steer clear of Street-
Wise vendors. 
"I think the paper probably has stories 
about the homeless and the unfortunate 
lives they lead, and maybe has ads for low-
income jobs and places for safe shelter;' says 
Sharon Ferguson, a lifelong Chicago resi-
dent. "But I have never wanted to give a dol-
lar to the people who sell it, probably 
because they scare me." 
But StreetWise is growing still, clearly 
making progress overcoming the reservations 
of people like Ferguson. 
"Remember;' says Oliver, "Our mission is 
not about a hand out, but a hand up." 0 
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A Priceless Offer 
For some college women who donate their eggs, the real reward 
takes the form of something other than money 
By Noemy Chavez 
28 w inte r / spring 2003 ECHO 
Amanda Burrell just got a photo of the baby she helped bring into the world. 
"He's beautiful," she says. "I think he has my 
nose. It's amazing and it's really exciting." 
Burrell donated the egg that helped cre-
ate this baby, since his parents were unable 
to conceive on their own. 
In many ways, she is typica l of co llege 
women who are recruited for egg donation: 
She's between the ages of 20 and 30, she's 
proportionate in her height and weight and 
she does not smoke or drink. She's also in a 
stable relationship, which is considered nec-
essary for emotional support, and does not 
have a history of substance abuse. 
But each woman's choice to become an 
egg donor is a far more personal matter. 
Burrell , 23, was motivated by a desire to 
help an infertile couple start a famil y. Like 
many other women, she easily found a com-
pany that was interested in her eggs but not 
in her as a person. 
"The companies didn't want to know 
what my dreams were, what my passions or 
talents were; they just wanted to know my 
hair and eye color;' says Burrell. So she con-
tacted the women's coalition at her college, 
which introduced her to a couple that was 
looking for a donor. By pursuing this route 
she was able to sit and speak with the poten-
tial parents and decide whether or not they 
were right for each other. 
This was the beginning of a process that 
turned out to be as emotional as it was 
physical. 
"In the midst of going to the appoint-
ments with the doctor, making sure that 
you don't have a certain genetic thing that's 
going to screw up the way you mix with the 
dad, you also have to see a psychologist;' she 
says. "They wanted to make sure I was sane 
and that I was in the right state of mind to 
be making a decision like that." 
Since a woman seems to be more fertile 
during the morning, the 10 to 12 required 
doctor visits were at early hours. Burrell was 
put on birth control to regulate her system 
so that the doctors could manipulate it. 
She also had to give herself a series of 
40 inj ect ions in her stomach, which had to 
be administered at the same hour every 
day. The shots are designed to synchronize 
the donor's reproductive cycle with that of 
the birth moth er. "The injections aren't so 
bad," says Burrell. " If yo u were a diabet ic, 
it's that same kind of needle. You still have 
to st ick them in your stomach , which 
sucks. And I didn't want just anyone pok-
ing at my belly fat, so I decided I'd do them 
myself." 
Burrell didn't expect this process to take 
as much of a toll on her emotions, or that 
the effects of all the drugs would linger. The 
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Women who become egg donors find the process an emotional journey. It requires 10 to 12 doctor vis-
its at early hours of the morning, and a series of 40 injections. 
hormones made her feel sick to her stomach 
and exhausted . 
"When you screw aro und with your 
body that much, I knew it would be a little 
weird," she says. "I was super moody." 
This isn't uncommon. Burrell was 
warned by a Chicago fertility clinic that side 
effects vary, but most women report some 
combination of emoti onal and physical 
reactions. 
After months of preparation, the egg 
retrieval procedure was remarkably quick. 
Burrell was sedated and a needle was passed 
through the top of her vagina under ultra-
sound guidance to ge t to the ovary and the 
follicles. Since the eggs are microscopi c and 
cannot be seen on ultrasound, the physician 
used a transvaginal probe to see them. 
during the extract ion process the needle 
may puncture surrounding tissue or organs 
and cause injury, bleeding or infection. 
There also is less than a 5 percent chance of 
ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome, in 
which the ovaries become enlarged and 
fluid collects in the pelvis. The procedure 
does not seem to have any long-term effects 
on a donor's fertility, her body weight or her 
risk of disease. 
In the end, Burrell was paid $5,000, 
which may not sound like much for all that 
she went through. But for her, it was not 
about the money. It was about helping to 
bring a baby into the world. 
April Smith, a 22 -year-old college stu-
dent who is in the beginning stages of egg 
donation, shares the same motivation. 
•'There is a little person out there who I helped make. 
and 1•m really proud of that.'• - Amanda Burrell, egg donor 
" It's cool," says Burrell. "It's got this lit-
tle thing on the end of it that opens up all 
your little egg capsules and sucks the egg 
out. It's the tiniest of needles." 
The entire procedure took only 20 min -
utes, but again, the side effects lingered . 
"Afterwards I was just really bloated," 
she says. " I looked I ike I was pregnant for 
two days and I didn't go to work right away. 
I thought, 'Oh no! I grew!"' 
Serious side effects are rare. According 
to the Center for Human Reproduction, 
there is less than a 5 percent chance that 
"I thought to myself, 'What if I couldn't 
have kids?"' says Smith. ''I'm just giv ing 
away an egg- something I get rid of every 
month. It's no big deal." 
Stories like Burrell's convinced her the 
appointments, shots and emotional toll can 
have a happy ending. 
"I think about [the baby] a lot," Burrell 
says. ''I'm sure I'll think about him my whole 
life because it was a really cool experience. It's 
one of the best stories I'll ever have. 
"There is a little person out there who I 
helped make, and I'm really proud of that." D 
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Pro/Con: 
GTA Ill 
Is Grand Theft Auto Ill just another 
violent video game, or a savvy piece 
of social commentary? 
L...--1 S_il_ic_o_n_S_a_t_ir_e ___ _____JI I Digital Debauchery 
By Christopher Pluta 
Grand Theft Auto III is more about social commentary and less about killing cops or shooting prostitutes. The game teaches us 
an important lesson by making us view society from a different per-
spective. Instead of starting with the heroic and moral and working 
our way down, GTA portrays the worst aspects of humanity and 
American culture, then challenges us to improve it. 
At the risk of being overtly violent, the game makes a strong 
It glorifies nothing. The killing is 
brutal, the police chases are merciless, 
and you can't trust your friends. 
moral point. It glorifies nothing. The killing is brutal, the police chas-
es are merciless, and your criminal friends are hardly trustworthy. 
GTA shows the danger of the life of crime and does not limit itself 
to standard criminal stereotypes. In fact, one of the biggest crime 
bosses is the CEO of Love Media, a large global media corporation. In 
this year's release, GTA: Vice City, the menu has been greatly expand-
ed and no one is left out. From sports heroes to filmmakers to radio 
talk-show hosts, everyone plays a part in the continuing decline of 
society. 
This game is at its best when it parodies the media. It portrays talk 
radio as being inundated with commentary from idiots and despots, 
and Top 40 radio as weak and frumpy. Vice City even pokes fun at 
video games themselves, with Pogo the Monkey and the Degenitron. 
From the SUV parody of the Maibastu Monstrosity to the Dor-
motron, a machine that lets you exercise while you sleep, GTA pulls 
no punches. Even the patriotically flared and aptly-named gun store 
in the game, Ammu-nation, speaks to our national obsession with 
guns. Michael Moore would be proud. 
In fact, I feel that Vice City is not a fictional place, nor is Liberty 
City only in the imaginations of clever game designers. These places 
are as real as the ones in which we live. Instead of leaving some bits 
out for the censors or ignoring the issues completely, GTA takes a 
hard look at society and doesn't turn away for a second. D 
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By Shonta Durham 
Drive-by shootings, gang rivalries, bank robberies, car thefts, sniping and drug smuggling are real-life atrocities. Violence 
also defines our entertainment. We all know of movie plots that 
are nothing more than shooting, killing and blowing things up, 
and video games that feature animated blood splattered all over 
the concrete. 
Grand Theft Auto III, a Sony PlayStation 2 video game pro-
duced by Rockstar Games, takes all of the ills of our society to 
the next level of gruesome entertainment. It somehow manages 
to be racist, sexist and violent all on one disc. 
[GTA Ill] takes all of the ills of 
our society to the next level of 
gruesome entertainment. It 
somehow manages to be racist, 
sexist and violent all on one disc. 
There are several local gangs that call this video game home, 
each managing to portray a different stereotype. 
The Leone family is a Sicilian gang that uses restaurants and 
clubs as a front for its illegal activities. Its members have Italian 
accents, ride around in limos and wear fancy suits. The Diablos 
is a Hispanic gang whose members wear red bandanas and trav-
el in packs of 50. The South Side Hoods is an African-American 
gang that, of course, wears gold chains and teeth, branded 
clothes and platinum. The Colombian Cartel brings in the drugs 
because what else would Colombians do in this world of stereotyp-
ical entertainment? 
If the stereotypes aren't enough, the violence in this game is 
brutal. Players can run people over on the sidewalk, shoot people 
from the tops of buildings, car jack innocent drivers, and murder 
female prostitutes. All of these acts are rewarded with money. 
A video game that celebrates such stereotypical images really 
has no authority to comment on the quirks of our society. D 
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Our Educational Support Program (ESP) is 
designed to promote and support photo education. 
As a member, you will receive special pricing, kits 
and resources to push your craft forward. Calumet 
has been serving the photographic educational 
· ~· community for over 60 years. Our Chicago retail 
. 1tote is conveniently located on Goose Island. 
Vtstt our Chicago location: 
1111 N. Cherry Street • Chicago, IL 60622 
Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
312/440-4920 
· Exclusive articles, galleries and educational information on our Web site, plus 24/7 access to product 
information and ordering 
· Full support of all manufacturers' educational discount programs, including Calumet's 
· Nationwide seminars and training programs on subjects ranging from traditional to digital photography 
· Sponsorship of the StudentPhoto Newsletter, showcasing new photographic talents 
and highlighting photo contests and opportunities for students 
· Eight retail photo stores located throughout the continental United States 
Once you've registered, take advantage of three special product offers! 
4x5 Film Holder 
for $16.00 
(LS4500) 
reg. $19.99 
Calumet 4X Loupe 
for $69.00 
(CC1000) 
reg. $99.99 
18xl8" Lens Wrap 
for $7.00 
(WP2035) 
reg. $12.99 
A so, get v JFREJE V5eMJ C vm if@ C 
For all your photographic needs please calll-800-CALUMET. 
For more information on Calumet's ESP Program, 
please contact richard.newman@calumetphoto.com 
rnm~rn~~u 
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A twilight tour of the 
dramatic structures 
that connect Chicago 
Stacie Freudenberg 
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Below: East view of the Cortland Street Bridge. 
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Long, breezy skirts or pants are usually deep 
colors, such as scarlet, violet, turquoise or 
sea green. Elegant headdresses, wrist and 
ankle bangles and heavy eye make-up com-
plete the exotic effect. 
A Middle Eastern dance form 
catches on in the Midwest 
Unlike other dance performances, belly 
dancing is highly interactive. " ! like being 
able to interact with people and make them 
happy," says Samarah. " ! do a show that's 
family-oriented. Everyone can come." 
Belly dancing has gained popularity in 
recent years for participants as well as spec-
tators. Some people are turning to it now as 
a way to exercise and reduce stress. They say 
the movements help massage away tensions. 
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tumes cia er ing. 
They dance around A La Turka, the 
Chicago restaurant where they perform 
every Friday and Saturday night, beckoning 
the diners to join them. Some do, putting 
down their Turkish tea or forks of 
stuffed eggplant and imitating the 
movements of the dancers. Others just 
watch. 
"We try to make it a 
"We're working on muscles you don't 
really think about using;' says Jeanie Di Bar-
tolomeo, a belly dancing instructor at the 
Old Town School of Folk Music in Chicago. 
Di Bartolomeo says she has taught all kinds 
of people during her three years in the busi-
ness, from housewives with time on their 
hands to lawyers who don't have a moment 
to spare. 
Jasmin Jahal, a belly dancing instructor 
and manager at the Jasmin Jabal School of 
Dance, says belly dancing is much harder to 
learn than many people realize. The rhythms 
of the traditional Arabic music are complex, 
and dancers must adapt their movements to 
the specific music that is being played, from 
light flutes and violins to strong, earthy 
drum beats. 
"We try to emulate the main instrument 
that's being played," Di Bartolomeo says. 
Jahal says her students often are sur-
cultural experience to 
dine in our restaurant," 
says Rosaria Eskeranli, the 
owner of A La Turka. The 
,.It started as a women's dance to 
celebrate being feminine." -Jeanie 
dancers add to this expe-
Di Bartolomeo, belly dancing instructor 
rience, as do the tradi-
tional, low Turkish tables where diners 
sit on pillows while they enjoy the food 
and the show. 
"It's just a lot of fun," says Samarah, 
(pictured on opposite page), a profes-
sional belly dancer who works at many 
Chicago night clubs and restaurants. " ! 
enjoy performing, dancing and getting 
people up to dance. The party can really 
get started with a belly dancer." 
What was old is new again 
One of the oldest forms of dance, belly 
dancing is characterized by sharp, angular 
movements that emanate from a dancer's 
midsection. The costumes add to the 
appeal. Dancers wear extravagantly bead-
ed scarves and hip wraps that often are 
decorated with beads, sequins or coins. 
prised to discover how involved belly danc-
ing is, and how hard it can be to learn. 
Di Bartolomeo agrees, "It's a dance disci-
pline, just like any other. We want to take it 
to the level it deserves to be." 
Jahal believes that her students need to 
learn the history and culture of belly danc-
ing in order to understand it as a truly artis-
tic form of dance. 
"It's a lot deeper than the general Amer-
ican public realizes;' she says. "When it's 
done right, it's really beautiful." 
Not simply a seductive art 
Belly dancing dates back to as far as 
4,000 B.C. According to Jabal, it is depicted 
on ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. 
"It started as a women's dance to cele-
brate being feminine," Di Bartolomeo adds. 
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She says women often belly danced when 
their men were away because it was a way for 
them to shed their burkas and relax. 
one as belly dancing became one of the 
seductive arts used by prostitutes. 
"It's not really looked upon [today] as a 
161 enjoy performing, dancing and getting people up 
to dance. The party can really get started with a 
belly dancer." -belly dancer Samarah 
Belly danci ng had other functions, too. 
It was practiced as a way to prepare for 
childbirth - as yoga is today - and was 
sometimes a part of the rituals involved in 
sending men off to war. 
"It wasn't supposed to be a dance of 
seduction," )aha! says. 
In later years, the image and function of 
belly dancers became a less-than-glamorous 
wonderful thing in the Middle East to be a 
belly dancer," says Di Bartolomeo. She says 
most of the women who belly dance today in 
Middle Eastern countries like Turkey, Saudi 
Arabia and Morocco do it as a way to make 
ends meet. 
"Sadly, it's people who are on the lower 
end of the financial scale;' she says. 
Still, there are some Middle Eastern 
Samarah catches the attention of diners at A La Turka restaurant in Chicago. 
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dancers who are celebrated as great artists. 
They perform at extravagant nightclubs and 
even at weddings, where they are believed to 
bring good luck to the bride and groom. 
Belly dancing enjoyed a wave of popu-
larity in America in the 1970s, but in the 
1980s, it was eclipsed by the interest in aero-
bics and other exercise programs offered in 
health clubs. Now belly dancing is becoming 
popular aga in as a physical art that com-
bines exercise with elegant dance move-
ments. 
"I try to teach it as an art form- a com-
plement to the female form," says Jahal. She 
adds that a woman who belly dances does 
not need to be tall and thin. In fact, curves 
are desirable. 
Belly dancing can give a woman a sense 
of empowerment, she says. "It's a dance form 
that lets a woman be a woman." [] 
Show Times, Folks 
Shows are free unless otherwise noted. 
A La Turka 
3134 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. 
(773) 935-6101 
Barba Yanni Grecian Taverna 
4761 N. Lincoln Ave ., Chicago 
Saturdays at midnight 
(773) 878-6400 
Juliana 
3001 W. Peterson Ave ., Chicago 
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays at 9:30 p.m. 
(773) 334-0600 
Kan Zaman 
5204 N. Clark St., Chicago 
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. 
(773) 506-0191 
Sinibar Room 
1540 N. Mi lwaukee Ave ., Chicago 
Tuesdays at 8 p.m. 
(773) 278-7797 
Sphinx Cafe, Niles 
8743 N. Milwaukee Ave ., Niles 
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 11 p.m. 
and 2 a.m. 
(847) 967-0030 
Tizi Melloul 
531 N. Wells St., Chicago 
Sundays at 7 and 8 p.m. 
$25 cover charge, includes unlimited 
wine and appetizers 
(312) 670-4338 
www.tizimelloul .com 
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Previous spread, clockwise from top left: Pacif-
ic Garden Mission has been housing the home-
less since 1877. The South Loop's historic 
buildings, such as Dearborn Station (fore-
ground), sit only blocks from the downtown 
skyscrapers. Architectural details adorn many 
South Loop structures. Right: In parts of the 
South Loop, urban sprawl meets quiet, almost 
suburban solitude. 
Many neighborhood associations have 
sprung up over the past 20 years, each 
striving to preserve something about the 
area, whether it's diversity, sm all business-
es or the buildings that span the space 
from Cermak Road to Congress Parkway, 
and Lake Shore Drive to Canal Street. 
But exactly what are these organiza tions 
trying to preserve, and what are the effects of 
this preservation? 
Housing is a human right 
Homelessness has been a pers istent 
problem in the South Loop. Single Resi-
dence Occupancy hotels (SROs) have been 
replaced by upscale housing developments, 
leaving former SRO residents with no place 
to go. 
The Chicago Coalition for the Homeless 
(CCH) was founded in 1980 in an effort to 
combat th is crisis. Its mission to end home-
lessness is based on a belief that housing is a 
human right in a just society. 
"We hold demonstrations, rallies, and 
occasionally resort to civil disobed ience if 
need be," says Les Brown, CCH's director of 
policy. "We also involve the hom eless, 
encouraging them to direct their energy 
toward the government." 
CCH has had successes in changing 
governm ent policy. In 1982, th e organiza-
42 
tion lobbied for and won the first city 
funded homeless shelter in Chicago. In 
1995, CCH launched the South Loop Cam-
paign for Development without Displace-
ment, aimed at creating a mixed-income 
preservation of historic buildings," says Fine. 
"It can become the type of densely packed 
urban center where people can easily navi-
gate without an automobile, working, shop-
ping and living all in close proximity, wit-
Can the needs of homeowners and the homeless, big 
and small businesses all be balanced? 
community by preserving and expanding 
the number of SROs. It also pressed for any 
housing development in the South Loop 
receiving tax increment financing from th e 
city to set as ide 20 percent of the units for 
low-income families (those who ea rn 30 
percent or less of the median household 
income). 
One year later, the campaign secured a 
commitment from the city to prevent the 
destruction of six SROs in the South Loop as 
well as bu ild two new SROs with supportive 
services, such as job training and job place-
ment programs. However, the allotment of 
20 percent of units for low-income housing 
fell through. 
"Having affordable housing is one of the 
keys to eliminating homelessness," says 
Brown. "But if the free market is the only 
one making decis ions, we will continue to 
have the kind of homelessness and gentrifi-
cation that is in the South Loop." 
Building up without tearing down 
The South Loop has a rich architectural 
heritage, with buildings by famous archi-
tects like Frank Lloyd Wright and Louis Sul-
livan as well as other structures that have 
long defin ed the area's character. Sometimes 
these historical gems aren't valued by those 
who are seeking to attract major reta ilers 
and build new housing developments. 
Preservation Chicago was founded in 
2001 to preserve historic architecture 
throughout Chicago while embracing inno-
va tion and experimentation. 
"We will advocate for any piece of 
Chicago we deem historic or important;' 
says Jonathan Fine, President of Preserva-
tion Chicago. "We also organize various 
communities within Chicago so they can 
fight for their own historic buildings." 
In the South Loop, Preservation Chica-
go is trying to prevent the demolition of 
the Cermak!lndiana Flats, which stands 
adjacent to the former site of the Lexing-
ton Hotel, and served as AI Capone's head-
quarters. 
"With all of the new residential build-
ings in the area, this site has become ideal for 
construction;' says Fine. 
"We envision the South Loop as a thriv-
ing commercial corridor with complete 
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nessing neighbors running into neighbors in 
the kind of accidental encounters that build 
strong communities." 
Focusing on the neighborhood 
Chicago is a city of neighborhoods. In 
the South Loop, the Historic Printers' Row 
Neighbors (HPRN) seeks to preserve the 
South Loop as a quaint and desirable 
neighborhood. 
HPRN hosts monthly public meetings 
and meets with city officials to air residents' 
concerns. It also prints a newsletter about 
issues affecting the South Loop, which is dis-
tributed at shops and real estate agencies 
throughout the South Loop. 
One of HPRN's biggest concerns is 
maintaining the neighborhood's look and 
feel. "This is how we want the neighborhood 
to look, the way it is today;' says Mike Kelly, 
President of Historic Printers' Row Neigh-
bors. He says the biggest draw for residents 
of the South Loop is how serene the neigh-
borhood is, even though it is only blocks 
from the heart of the Loop. 
HPRN opposes the construction of 
numerous high rises because such buildings 
create additional traffic and diminish the 
overall historic feel of the South Loop. 
"One of the reasons we started was not 
only to address development in a neighbor-
hood, but also address development in a his-
toric neighborhood," says Kelly. 
Promoting South Loop businesses 
The Near South Planning Board (NSPB) 
was founded in 1946, before the city even 
had a Department of Planning and Devel-
opment. Much like a chamber of commerce, 
NSPB promotes approximately 200 busi-
nesses in the South Loop, including shops, 
restaurants and services. 
The board serves its members' interests 
by bringing their concerns to City Hall. "Say 
if sidewalks need repair, we help petition the 
city to repair them;' says Bonnie Sanchez 
Carlson, assistant director. It also acts as an 
ambassador to incoming businesses and 
seeks to attract ones that residents feel will 
enhance their neighborhood. 
"Our goal is to rethink what we want for 
the community now that it's become more 
residential and hear what [residents] think 
will fit in to the community;' says Carlson. 
During the first week of June, the Near 
South Planning Board hosts the Printers 
Row Book Fair wi th the help of diverse 
gro ups around the city. Each year, this 
gathering of book publishers and book-
sellers attracts more than 75,000 people, 
giving the public a view of what the South 
Loop has to offer. 
Find ing common ground 
The Greater South Loop Associat ion 
(GSLA) is unabashedly in favor of develop-
ment. "It is about maintaining critical mass 
and inviting more retail into the South 
Loop;' says Andrea Peterson, Vice President 
of the group. 
GSLA, which represents the interests of 
residential property owners and businesses, 
believes that small businesses can be clus-
tered and successfully coexist with the larger 
retailers now moving into the area. 
GSLA works with other organizations to 
foster reinvestment in local schools, and sees 
hope in programs like CHA redevelopment 
for mixed-income housing. 
"The problem is finding common 
ground;' says Peterson. "If we could have a 
forum where people could honestly talk out 
each others concerns, we could solve our 
problems." 
The biggest problem facing the GSLA is 
the lack of funds due to a lack of interest. 
"People want community involvement but 
no one wants to pay;' says Peterson, who 
envisions a time when GSLA can branch out 
into more diverse activities. 
Housing the homeless 
"Our mission is to end homelessness 
across the board;' says Cynthia Strohschien, 
director of communications and public rela-
tions for Lakefront SRO. To accomplish this, 
Lakefront SRO operates nine buildings in 
Chicago's Lakeview, Uptown, South Loop 
and Roseland neighborhoods. In 2000, 
Lakefront SRO opened a South Loop facility 
at 1521 S. Wabash Ave. 
"Residents sign a standard one-year 
lease, like you or I, but we provide more than 
just a roof over their heads. We provide a 
home;' says Strohschien. 
Lakefront SRO seeks to create stronger 
neighborhoods by providing stable tenants. 
It assists new homeowners with workshops 
on topics such as personal finances and 
community activism. 
At the heart of the So uth Loop Lakefront 
SRO is its job-training center. "We provide 
many services, like job t ra ining, literacy 
courses and GED classes, not just for res i-
dents but for anyone who lives in the South 
Loop;' says Strohschien. D 
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What would you do if you found out that your favorite restau-rant treated its workers so poorly that it is considered a 
sweatshop? Or if the workers in Chicago who make the tortillas 
you love so much are forced to labor long hours in dangerous con-
ditions without so much as a bathroom break? Or if the fruit mar-
ket that you frequent in the suburbs forces its workers to work 
overtime without pay? 
Sweatshops are alive and well in Chicago. The Center for 
Impact Research, a nonprofit research organization that works 
toward the elimination of poverty, conducted a survey of working 
conditions in low-income and immigrant communities, which was 
published in February 2000. Of the 800 people the researchers 
interviewed, more than a third (36 percent) reported conditions 
that qualify their workplaces as sweatshops. 
According to the U.S. Department of Labor, a sweatshop is a 
place of employment that violates two or more federal labor laws. 
Violations include but are not limited to: paying less than the 
hourly minimum wage of $5.15, not allowing employees to take 
scheduled breaks, not having clean bathrooms, subjecting employ-
ees to sexual harassment, having locked exits, having poor ventila-
tion, forcing employees to work overtime without pay, and forcing 
employees to work in dangerous conditions without protective 
clothing or proper training. 
Restaurant workers and janitors reported the highest incidence 
of sweatshop working conditions, but even day-care workers and 
office assistants reported workplace violations. So did drivers, sales 
clerks, machine operators, garment workers and maids. 
The survey represents people from Chinatown, Uptown, 
Horner Park, Pilsen, Portage Park, Edgewater and Cicero. They 
include: 
A 15-year-old female cook who worked from 8 a.m. to mid-
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night with only one 10-minute break. 
A female food packer who was only permitted to use the bathroom 
when a woman superior watched over her. 
A 24-year-old Vietnamese man who worked in a print shop from 
7 p.m. until 7 a.m. "I had to be at the machine all the time," he told the 
researchers. "No breaks. No time for dinner or lunch. I worked all the 
time. No sleep. If I needed to drink or eat, I can bring the food to the 
machine while working." 
A factory worker who lost part of his finger at work and was not 
permitted to take a sick day. 
A 42-year-old restaurant worker who worked from 10:30 a.m. to 
11 p.m. six days a week for $2.86 an hour. He made $900 a month. 
A female food packer who worked in temperatures as high as 90 
degrees in a room with no windows and no ventilation. 
A Hispanic grocery furnace worker: "They don't have a respect for 
us;' he reported. "They used names for us, nicknames like 'Brazers' or 
'Wetbacks."' 
A 23-year-old female factory employee who shared one bathroom 
with 30 people. 
One in 10 of the respondents were employed in sites that violated 
four or more federal labor laws. 
Hidden exploitation 
Most sweatshop employees are immigrants, new to this country 
and its language. Many are undocumented and fear being deported if 
they call attention to themselves. Work is hard to find, and they have 
families to support. Many don't know their rights or their options, and 
employers prey on their fear. 
"Immigrants are scared;' says Dr. Rebekah Levin, executive director of 
the Center for Impact Research (CIR). "Some laws are not there for them:' 
Because Chicago is so large and there are so few people enforcing labor 
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laws, many sweatshops go unnoticed for years, she says. 
Jose Oliva, director at the Chicago Interfaith Committee Work-
ers' Rights Center (CIC), which fights to improve wages, benefits 
and working conditions for low-income workers, says that govern-
ment agencies don't make it easy for workers to report violations. 
"People like you and me are already intimidated by federal 
buildings;' he says. "Imagine going downtown to fi le a complaint 
with the Department of Labor and not even speaking English. 
There is no language accessibili ty, and the documents are long and 
hard to read. And if the workers are not documented, there is no 
way they're going down there. Most immigrants come here with a 
distrust of government, anyway." 
The sweatshop survey gives this account of a Chinese cook: "I 
don't speak English and I cannot find anyplace to ask for help. I 
don't have anyone to talk to. Right now, I fee l helpless." 
That fee ling of helplessness can cause workers to lose their 
sense of self-worth. "It dehumanizes them;' O liva says. "It makes 
them feel like they have no value and it destroys their self-esteem:' 
He tells of a group of workers who referred to themselves as "las 
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manos;' Spanish for "hands." When he questioned them, they told 
him that's what their boss called them . They were made to feel as 
little more than a group of hands. 
Fighting for justice 
To expose the exploitation of sweatshop workers, the CIR explores 
how widespread and how severe the situation is, documenting specif-
ic cases and compiling statistics to verify the extent of the problem. 
The group reports its findings to tl1e Department of Labor, which ide-
ally either cleans up the workplace or closes it down. 
But nothing is ever as simple as it seems. Undocumented work-
ers generally won't contact the Department of Labor because they 
are afraid of being deported. Even though the Department of 
Labor does not share its data with the Immigration and Natural-
ization Service (INS), illegal immigran ts don't know or believe 
this. Levin says the INS only gets involved if the employer calls 
them, but employers may use this threat as an intimidation tactic. 
The Chicago Interfaith Committee takes more direct action 
against injustice toward workers. These include contacting offend-
ing businesses directly, union izing workers and taking legal 
recourse when necessary. For example, if a worker approaches the 
ere about violations at a small business, a representative will prob-
ably begin by approaching the business and trying to convince the 
owner to remedy the workplace violations. If the owner does not 
comply, the CIC would the take legal action. The CIC also has suc-
ceeded in getting the Department of Labor to provide bilingual 
translators and shorter documents so that immigrants are better 
able to file complaints. 
The CIC succeeded in unionizing the workers in the restaurant 
mentioned earlier - a fancy restaurant in downtown Chicago 
where workers complained of ongoing sexual harassment, physical 
abuse and racist remarks. The fami lies and business executives who 
dined there didn't realize the workers were reporting being 
punched in the face and kicked in the back. A broken pipe flooded 
the dishwashing area, so the dishwashers stood for hours in water 
up to their knees. They were constantly sick and at risk of electri-
cal shock. 
The situation at this restaurant has been fixed, but many 
other sweatshops still exist. The CIC is sti ll working on the fruit 
market, where workers aren't always paid and the women report 
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being locked in a freezer and touched by their superiors. Task 
forces have been formed to tackle the problems of the tortilla fac-
tory and other workplaces. 
What you can do 
Eliminating sweatshops is not impossible. Levin urges people 
to become actively aware of what is going on in their communities 
by reading the newspaper and listening when people complain 
about their working conditions. 
"We have gotten used to a lot of products being made available 
to us. We expect to be able to buy cheap clothes. We expect to be 
able to buy cheap food;' she says. "At whose expense is this? Ask 
why things are so cheap." In some cases, she says, employers are 
able to offer their product for such a low cost because they are pay-
ing their workers less than the minimum wage. 
If you are suspicious of a particular institution, start by con-
tacting the Center for Impact Research or the Chicago Interfaith 
Committee to check whether they have been investigating it. If 
so, write letters to the institution, saying that you will not eat or 
shop there until workers are treated fairly. Also contact reporters 
at local papers and other media informing them of what you have 
learned. 
Oliva recommends that students become more educated con-
sumers by researching the companies they support. There are sev-
eral Web sites and books that can steer concerned consumers 
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toward sweat-free products (see sidebar). 
"You can be the one person who makes a company realize why 
their products aren't being sold. Get inspired to create things to inform 
others about sweatshops," he says. 
Oliva also recommends volunteering at a local worker justice 
organization and engaging in boycotts and protests, since workers 
don't have much of a voice on Capitol Hill. Boycotting products pro-
duced in a small business can harm workers because the business may 
close and put them out of work, but huge corporations may be more 
sensitive to their public image and have the resources to address the 
problem and present a solution. 
College students also can encourage their schools to join USAS, 
Un ited Students Against Sweatshops. USAS is an international organ-
ization of students and community members at more than 200 cam-
puses that fight for sweat-free labor conditions. They have sent dele-
gations of students around the world to support workers who are 
fighting for their rights, and have waged national campaigns to 
demand that school apparel is sweat-free. (Everything sold at the 
Columbia College bookstore is sweat-free.) 
"Never underestimate the value of your work. If you're focused on 
the right issue, there is a place for speaking out. Take a stand- every-
thing has a ripple effect," says Levin. 
And never forget who you're fighting for. 
"Remember that everything you touch is made by a worker," says 
Oliva, "support them- don't make them invisible." D 
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Chicago is a city of great 
diversity. Almost every eth-
nic group in the United 
States is represented here, 
complete with its traditional 
breads and bakeries. 
Walk through Chicago's neighborhoods 
and you will be rewarded with a taste of 
countless cultures, a taste that can be 
Ukraine, weddings are celebrated with 
bread molded into the shape of a heart. The 
bride and groom bow before the bread, kiss 
each other and then distribute portions to 
their guests. 
In all these cultures and countless more 
around the world, specific breads play 
important roles in the family, the commu-
nity and the way days, weeks and seasons 
are marked and celebrated. 
Greek 
Pan Hellenic Pastry Shop 
322 S. Halsted St. 
(312) 454-1886 
Located in the heart of Greektown, Pan 
Hellenic Pastry Shop has been serving up 
traditional Greek pastries for nearly 30 
years. 
"Our history is in these breads," says 
Louis Manolakos, owner of the shop. Cus-
tomers can order breads, baklava and other 
pastries to go, or choose to sit at the little 
tables in the blue-and-white bakery and 
enjoy their purchases with thick Greek coffee. 
The koulores - which translates as 
"wedding crown" - is not to be missed. 
This ring-shaped bread is light brown and 
cumin and fennel, resulting in a flavorful 
loaf with a wonderful aroma. 
Italian 
D' Amato's Bakery 
1124 W. Grand Ave. 
(312) 733-5456 
D'Amato's Bakery looks like it was 
transported straight from Italy. The red, 
''Bread has been a mainstay of people throughout the years. Food is a social 
thing, connected with both religion and nutrition." -Jan Scholl, associate professor of 
Agriculture, Penn State University 
savored through breads. 
In many ways, breads reflect the cultur-
al and religious traditions of the people 
who bake and eat it. 
"Bread has been a mainstay of people 
throughout the years," says Jan Scholl, asso-
ciate professor of agriculture at Penn State 
University. "Food is a social thing, connect-
ed with both religion and nutrition." 
That's why these breads have a role in 
churches and well as homes. During Greek 
Orthodox Mass, the host is a large, round 
loaf of white flour with images of the cruci-
fixion printed on the dough. In Poland, Bul-
garia, Russia and the Ukraine, bread sym-
bolizes peace and happiness, and a loaf of 
bread with salt is often presented on a plat-
ter to special guests as a welcoming gesture. 
The Jewish sabbath is welcomed with a 
braided egg bread, known as challah. The 
bread is covered until the blessings have 
been said over the other ceremonial items 
- the candles and the wine - and then a 
blessing is said over the bread and the meal 
begins, ushering in the day of rest. 
In Bulgaria, Russia, Belarus and the 
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crusty on the outside, but soft and chewy 
on the inside. Traditionally eaten to cele-
brate engagements, wedding and births, 
koulores is decorated with wildflowers in 
Northern Greece and small figures and 
symbols made of dough in Southern 
Greece. 
Swedish 
The Swedish Bakery 
5348 N. Clark St. 
(773) 561-8919 
The Swedish Bakery has been a Chicago 
institution for nearly 75 years. It specializes 
in traditional Swedish breads and pastries 
but also offers other European baked goods. 
The menu features a long list of breads, 
including cinnamon, cinnamon raisin, 
potato, skradda kaka, Stockholm limpa, 
Vienna, vort limpa, gaelic soda bread and a 
variety of different baguettes. 
One of the best sellers is the Stockholm 
limpa, which derives its unique flavor from 
a mixture of orange peels, brown sugar and 
anise. Also known as Swedish limpa, this 
round rye loaf sometimes is seasoned with 
white and green exterior features a large 
picture window where passersby can view a 
large assortment of breads. 
"Italy is the land of a thousand breads;' 
says Victor D'Amato, owner. "We bring a little 
bit of Italy right here to the streets of Chicago." 
Inside, the smells of breads, pizza, 
cookies and cakes combine to create an 
almost intoxicating mix. Orders are rung 
up on an old-fashioned cash register. 
Don't miss the focaccia here. It is knead-
ed with olive oil or boiled potatoes and 
baked until soft on the inside and toasted on 
the outside. It can be served with a variety of 
toppings, including cheese, tomatoes, rose-
mary, onions and smoked ham. 
Ukrainian 
Ann's Bakery 
2158 W. Chicago Ave. 
(773) 384-5562 
Because bread is so important in 
Ukrainian culture, there is a specially 
designed type used in wedding ceremonies 
to symbolize good luck. 
Korovay is served to the bride and 
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left: The variety of bread in this city is as 
diverse as the cultures that comprise it. Most 
Chicago neighborhoods have at least one 
bakery that specializes in bread from another 
country. 
Below: Ann's Bakery creates elaborate breads, 
such as this korovay- a Ukrainian wedding 
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groom to wish them a lucky life, full of 
riches and good health. It's beautifully dec-
orated with braids, birds or flowers . 
For everyday meals, there's the sweet 
twist bread called chalkoc, which is baked in 
a steam box with sugar, raisins and twisted 
dough. Chalkoc used to be so special that it 
was only ea ten on Easter and Christmas, 
but now it is eaten any time of the year. It's 
so appetizing and exquisite that it can be 
ea ten alone, or with honey and milk. 
"It's something better than what you'll 
usually ea t," says Walter Siryj, owner of 
Ann's Bakery. Try it at this picturesque 
bakery in Ukrainian Village. Before you 
leave, be sure to sample freshly made 
brownies and check out the cool Ukrain-
ian greeting cards. 
Indian/Pakistani 
Hema's Kitchen 
6406 N. Oakley Ave. 
(773) 338-1627 
People from India and Pakistan share 
several breads in common. Pulka, also 
called chapathi, paratha and poori, are the 
Sisay Abebe, the owner of the Ethiopian 
Diamond, says that it is made of flour, 
water and time. In Ethiopian cuisine, it 
functions as a plate and utensils. 
This spongy, sourdough pancake-like 
bread is layered undern eath scoops of 
delightfully spicy, slow-cooked foods. More 
injera is served on the side. Diners break off 
pieces of the bread with their fingers and 
use it to scoop up and eat the meal. At the 
end, th ey can eat the bottom injera, which 
is infused with the taste of everything that 
has been on it. 
This type of d ining is very intimate, 
especially when it is employed in the form 
of gursha, in which diners place bites of 
food in each other's mouths. 
Try this delicious bread at this immacu-
late restaurant where there are fresh flowers 
on every table and colorful hand-woven 
tablecloths. Vivid paintings adorn the walls, 
including one of the Fasilides castle in 
Northern Ethiopia. Everything in this 
restaurant is prepared with care. 
"You are not just eating for the sake of 
it; you are being honored by the person 
"You are not just eating for the sake of it. You are 
being honored by the person who has invited you to 
eat." - Sisay Abe be, owner of Ethiopian Diamond 
significant breads in these cultures. All of 
these breads are hand-rolled, but each has 
its own distinct flavor. 
Pulka is a grilled bread that is unbeliev-
ably soft and tasty. Poori, by contrast, is a 
deep-fried balloon of bread that has a deli-
cious, crispy texture. Paratha is a wheat 
bread that is grilled with butter and can be 
eaten plain or filled with a variety of savory 
vegetable and spice combinations. 
Hema's Kitch en, right off Devon 
Avenue, is the place to indulge in these 
treats. Hema Potla, the owner, is justly 
proud of her business, which has been fea-
tured in the Chicago Tribune, New City, the 
Chicago Reader and most recently, the 
November issue of Chicago magazine. 
Come in and relish these traditional 
breads with dinner, since as Potla explains, 
"You've got to have bread with a meal. Oth-
erwise it doesn't work out." 
Ethiopian 
Ethiopian Diamond 
6120 N. Broadway 
(773) 338-6100 
If you've never enjoyed an Ethiopian 
meal complete with its famous injera, you 
are really missing out. lnjera is the founda-
tion on which Ethiopian entrees are served. 
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who has invited you to eat . You are creati ng 
a bond," says Abebe. 
Jewish 
North Shore Bakery 
2919-21 N. Touhy Ave. 
(773) 262-0600 
On Friday evening, when the sun goes 
down, the Jewish sabbath begins. It is wel-
comed with a bread that's worthy of celebra-
tion itself: challah. This braided egg bread can 
be plain or adorned with sesame or poppy 
seeds. It is typically broken instead of cut with 
a knife and shared at the beginning of the sab-
bath meal. And on Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish 
New Year, challah may be dipped in honey to 
symbolize the hopes for a sweet year ahead. 
North Shore Bakery, located on the far 
north side in a predominantly Jewish neigh-
borhood, bustles with energy and activity on a 
Friday afternoon. All the bread must be baked 
and sold before sundown, when work stops 
and the sabbath begins. 
Shoppers hasten in as early as they can 
so that they will have their challah for their 
sabbath tables. Friendly farewells of "Shah-
bat Shalom" are exchanged over the counter 
and between customers. As the sun sets, can-
dles are lit and challah is shared wi th young 
and old. D 
At North Shore Bakery. the process of mixing 
the dough begins early in the morning. 
After the dough is shaped, flour is sprinkled 
over the tops of the unbaked loaves. 
The baked bread is cooled on racks and ready 
long before sunset, when work must stop. 
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final words 
10 Pet Peeves 
SECOND-HAND SMOKE 
All the buildings are smoke-
free, but every building 
entrance is choked with 
smokers . 
"You can 't walk in or out 
without being bombarded 
with smoke.'" 
Jennifer Pirih, 21 
Senior, Marketing 
Communications 
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In the Fall '02 semester, Columbia College students were 
invited to "Tell it to the Box," an initiative of the Student 
Affairs Office designed to elicit feedback from students 
about the college. We at Echo decided to research and 
compile our own list of Columbia student pet peeves. 
By Alina Braica & April Smith 
BUBBLE PEOPLE 
There are important issues 
but people are only con-
cerned with their own lives. 
"No one cares about 
anything outside of their 
bubble ... 
Ryann Zalewski, 21 
Senior, Journalism 
Congestion in the elevators 
can make you late to class . 
Things would go more quickly 
if passengers would get off 
first, step away from the ele-
vator and make room for the 
those who want to get in. 
"I hate being stuck in a 
crowded hallway, waiting for 
an elevator to get to class ... 
Andrea Perry, 18 
Freshman, American Sign 
Language 
PREREQUISITES 
Students don 't always see 
the point of some required 
courses. 
"Sometimes I leave a 
class feeling cheated. 
What a waste of money. 
What a waste of t ime.'" 
Gina Barreda, 27 
Junior, Performing Arts 
Management 
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"The perf ___ . ___ ertainment." 
-Chicago Tribune 
STUDENT RUSH TICKETS! Students with valid student ID may purchase tickets at the box 
office on the day of the show for $25. Two tickets per ID, subject to availability. 
REGULAR SCHEDULE 
Tuesday- Thursday 8pm 
Friday 7+10pm 
Saturday 4,7+10pm 
Sunday 3+6pm 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Box Office 773 .348.4000 
ticketmaster 312.902.1500 
Group Sales 773.348.3300 
Tickets also available at tick• <m•••• •·com 
BRIAR STREET THEATRE 
3133 North Halsted Chicago 
1.800.BLUEMAN 
www.blueman.com 
Visit www.calumetphoto.com/stores 
to download a PDF version of our 
rental catalog. 
Chicago, IL 
1111 N. Cherry 
312/440-4920 
Monday-Friday 
8:30a.m. - 5:30p.m. 
